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Abstract–
Anonymous communication systems built on P2P in-

frastructures using anonymity forwarders are frequently af-
fected by the churn problem, i.e. frequent joins and leaves of
nodes. The problem unavoidably affects the quality of pro-
vided anonymity: The availability of anonymity forwarders
will be decreased, which reduces the anonymity set; and
the frequency of path reformation will increase, which in-
creases the chance of successful intersection attacks. We
propose an incentive-based P2P mechanism as an approach
to providing reliable anonymity forwarding. It uses incen-
tives to induce the peer nodes to provide anonymity for-
warding as reliable service and to make stable and dis-
tributed forwarding decisions to minimize the frequency of
path reformations. To support incentive, a payment system
has been designed which meet the anonymity requirement
and can handle typical scenarios of cheating and malicious
attacks. To make sound forwarding decisions, we use game
theory to carefully design the forwarding strategies used by
the peer nodes. We have used event-driven simulations to
evaluate the quality of anonymity provided by the mecha-
nism under high churn and with the presence of malicious
nodes. The results show that the quality of anonymity is
maintained in those scenarios.

1. Introduction

Many anonymity protocols and systems have been de-
veloped in recent years to support anonymous communica-
tions (initiator anonymity, responder anonymity or unlinka-
bility). Most of those systems assume some forwarding ins-
frastructure, e.g. trusted forwarding servers or a large set of
P2P forwarding nodes. Nevertheless, there lacks research
on the insfrastructure itself. It is not a trivial issue: The
high operational cost of trusted infrastructure has resulted
in the commercial failure of such systems, e.g. the Freedom
Network [16]. P2P-based forwarding systems [21, 14] is
more commercially viable because they use unreliable and
untrusted forwarding nodes, and has the advantage of us-
ing non-centralized forwarding nodes. However, P2P-based
forwarding systems are affected by the churn problem, i.e.

the frequent leaves and joins of nodes. It is common in P2P
systems because of free riding [11], a scenario that many
nodes join a P2P system for a short time to enjoy its benefit
but not to provide the expected service. There are two neg-
ative consequences for P2P-based forwarding systems: It
affects the availability of forwarding nodes, which reduces
the size of anonymity set; and it forces frequent reforma-
tions of forwarding paths, which make the system vulnera-
ble to intersection attacks [27].

To address the churn problem, incentive mechanism has
been introduced to induce P2P nodes to provide stable ser-
vice [13]. Nevertheless, an incentive mechanism for anony-
mous forwarding must consider the quality of anonymity
beyond the stability of service. In a simple incentive mech-
anism, a forwarder may align its routing decisions to maxi-
mize its local interests; for example, to minimize communi-
cation costs. Additionally, the churn problem may only be
alleviated – even with incentive, new nodes may continue to
join and old nodes may leave in typical P2P systems. The
problem of frequent forwarding path reformation still ex-
ists and should be considered in the design of the incentive
mechanism.

In this study, we propose an incentive mechanism that in-
duces the forwarders to make forwarding decisions aligned
with the quality of initiator anonymity. The objective is
achieved by binding the incentive received by a local node
with the quality of initiator anonymity at the system level
– a local node may maximize its interests by using a rout-
ing strategy aligned with the goal of anonymity. To have
a sound foundation, we use game theory to design and an-
alyze the forwarding strategy. We also propose payment-
based incentive mechanism that keeps the anonymity of in-
volved parties.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next
section describes the incentive-based forwarding and rout-
ing model. Section 3 presents the experimental results and
Section 4 discusses the related work. Finally Section 5 con-
cludes this study.



2. Incentive-based Forwarding and Routing
Model

2.1. Motivation and Design Objectives

P2P and forwarding-based anonymity systems are pri-
marily distinguished by their routing and forwarding infras-
tructure. In Onion routing [20] and MIX-based systems [8],
the routing is done before the forwarding and therefore a
forwarder merely performs the forwarding. In Crowds [21],
a forwarder makes the routing decision. There is a hidden-
action problem [12], i.e. the actions of the forwarders are
hidden from the initiator and the quality of the path is de-
cided by the decisions of the forwarders, which is not neces-
sarily aligned with the quality of anonymity. We believe that
a properly designed incentive mechanism is required to en-
sure appropriate forwarding and routing of packets in such
systems. Designing such a mechanism for an anonymity
system, however, is challenging because the mechanism it-
self cannot leak the identity information.

Intersection attack is a serious concern for anonymity
systems that are used by applications with recurring ac-
tivities; for example, those using HTTP, FTP, NNTP or
raw sockets [26]. In those applications, an initiator usu-
ally makes repeated connections to a set of specific respon-
ders. The reformations of the forwarding path, which can
be caused by frequent node joins and leaves, will increase
the chance of exposing the initiator and the responder to the
intersection attacks. In an intersection attck, the attacker
observes the intersection of the sets of active nodes at dif-
ferent times and may find out the initiator or responder by
reducing the intersection set.

The availability of forwarders has a strong impact on the
success rate of intersection attack. In a P2P system, the
availability of a peer node can be expressed as the ratio of
the sum of its sessions times to its lifetime, where the life-
time is from the time of the initial entry of the peer node into
the system to the time of its final departure, and a session
time is the time between the arrival and the departure during
a single session [22]. Consider the anonymous forwarding
from an initiator I to a responder R. The higher the avail-
ability of a peer node, the higher the probability of it being
selected as a forwarder. If a different set of forwarders are
selected for each recurring connection between I and R, the
probability of an successful intersection attack increases. In
other words, if F1,F2,...., Ft are the set of all forwarders in-
volved in the anonymous forwarding from I to R, then one
should minimize this metric: Q = |⋃t

i=1 Fi|. Therefore,
two conditions are desired in the systems we are concerned:
(1) a relatively static set of intermediate nodes, and (2) sta-
ble selection of forwarders for all connections between I
and R. The first condition is related to the availability of
nodes, the second is concerned with the routing decision at
each intermediate node.

Our goal is to design an incentive mechanism that not
only induces peer nodes to provide stable forwarding ser-
vice but also encourage them to make routing decisions
aligned with the system objective of providing anonymity.
We assume that the peer nodes are untrusted and unreli-
able in general. We quantify the problem as follows: Let
π = {π1, π2 · · ·πk} be the set of k recurring connections
between I and R and let L denote the average length of for-
warding paths between I and R. We define the path quality
of π, denoted by Q(π), as L

||π|| where ||π|| represents the

size of the forwarder set1. The system objective is to maxi-
mize Q(π) by minimizing ||π||.
2.2. Outline of Incentive Mechanism

We model the system as a network of N nodes which
participate in anonymous forwarding of data packets. Each
node s maintains information about a fixed number d of
neighbors which can be used as potential forwarders. This
neighbor set is denoted by D(s) (for a detailed description
of the system, we refer the reader to the corresponding tech-
nical report [19]). When an initiator I decides to set up a
connection to a responder R, it uses the following mecha-
nism. It makes a commitment to pay an amount Pf to any
intermediate forwarder, per forwarding instance (forward-
ing benefit). In addition it also decides to pay a total shared
benefit (routing benefit) equal to Pr to all the forwarders.
Thus if a forwarder participates in m forwarding instances,
its benefit is mPf + Pr

||π|| . The idea of separating the total
benefit into routing and forwarding components serves the
following purpose. The forwarding benefit induces avail-
ability of nodes because even if a forwarder makes a random
routing decision, it still stands to gain by just participating
in the forwarding process. The routing benefit induces the
nodes to make routing decisions which are aligned with the
system objective of minimizing ||π||.2 This can be achieved
by making non-random routing decisions. Note that the
routing benefit induces an implicit cooperation among for-
warders. For example, in Figure 1, node X is not available
for forwarding in π2; consequently its forwarding benefit is
smaller than the scenario in Figure 2. Moreover, the routing
benefit for each forwarder is reduced from Pr

8 to Pr

3 . Thus
the utility function must be designed in such a way that in
trying to maximize their utilities, nodes take forwarding and
routing decisions which are aligned with the system objec-
tive.

We next define the utility function which is used by a for-
warder X to select the next hop on the path from I to R. Let

1L is used to normalize the forwarder set size for a given average path
length.

2Note that we are basically concerned with the forwarder set for appro-
priate path lengths. The system objective is to ensure a minimum size for-
warder set for path lengths which are appropriate for anonymity systems.
For example in Crowds, tweaking the value of forwarding probability ap-
propriately results in appropriate path lengths.
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Figure 1: Random routing by P and unavailability of X leads to a large
size of the forwarder set.
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Figure 2: Stable set of forwarders.

qe be the quality3 of the forwarding edge e = (X,Y ) from
X to Y on some path ∈ π and C be the sum of participation
cost and forwarding cost (to Y ) incurred by X . From a sys-
tem perspective, we would want that a forwarders utility be
aligned with the global objective, i.e. its utility should in-
crease if it selects a high quality edge. We therefore define
the utility for a forwarder X as

UX(Y ) = Pf + qePr − C (1)

Note that in trying to maximize its utility, X selects high
quality forwarding edges which in turn increases its payoff
due to a decrease in ||π||. Thus this utility model captures
the effect of local decision making on the final payoff to
a forwarder and aligns its interest with the system objec-
tive. An intermediate forwarder X decides to participate or
not participate in forwarding and routing of the payload on
the basis of its utility. It calculates its utility correspond-
ing to each neighbor g ∈ D(X) and selects the neighbor
which gives it the maximum utility as the next hop. Ties
are broken by selecting a neighbor with a higher quality.
Note that since the identity of the intermediate nodes (ex-
cept first hop) is not known to the initiator, the establish-
ment of the forwarding path is based on propagation of
contract information (Pf and Pr) through the intermediate
nodes (Note that both Crowds like probabilistic forward-
ing and hop-distance based forwarding are applicable to our
model). Finally after R receives the payload, it sends back
a confirmation through the reverse path. Each intermedi-
ate forwarder also includes path informtion which is then
used by I to recreate the path and validate it. After evaluat-
ing the path quality, the initiator uses a central entity (bank)
to make payments to the forwarders. Note that although
the identity of R is known to the intermediate nodes, the
identity of I is not leaked and therefore the system achieves
initiator anonymity. The payment is made by I only after
all the connections in π are completed. Details about path
quality evaluation and payment mechanism can be found in

3We introduce the notion of edge quality in the context of path refor-
mations in section 2.3.

Connection id Predecessor Successor
cid X Y

Table 1: History profile at node s.

the technical report [19]. For the initiator, a high benefit
corresponds to a low value of ||π|| (such that A(||π||)4 in-
creases with decrease in ||π||) and the cost it incurs is equal
to the payment it makes to the forwarders. Therefore

UI = A(||π||) − ||π||Pf − Pr (2)

Relationship between forwarding and routing bene-
fits: A high value of Pf increases the probability of peer
participation in the forwarding process. A high value of Pr

gives a higher weightage to the benefit and this results in
a higher profit for a forwarder. Since a high benefit cor-
responds to a high quality path, a high value of Pf results
in the formation of high quality paths between I and R.
Thus depending on its anonymity requirements, the initia-
tor can select appropriate values for Pf and Pr. Note that
the ratio of Pf and Pr also affects the decisions taken by
the forwarders. If Pr = τPf , then a small value of τ would
induce nodes to forward traffic; however, it may not align
their routing decisions to the system objective. On the other
hand a high value of τ will induce nodes to make effective
forwarding and routing decisions.

2.3. Edge Quality

Connection history. Each node stores history information
about connections passing through it. Thus if a node s lies
on a path πi with connection identifier cid, it stores the
corresponding predecessor and successor hops as shown in
Figure 1. The history information at s for the kth connec-
tion, represented as Hk−1(s), consists of all outgoing edges
from s which lie on π1, π2, · · · , πi, · · · , πk−1. Note that by
using the predecessor information, a node can differentiate
between outgoing edges for two different positions on the

4We use A(.) as a function for quantifying the anonymity.



same path (e.g. if node s occupies two different positions
on πk).

Availability of neighbors. Each node also stores avail-
ability information about its neighbors. In the absence of
a centralized entity for collecting availability information,
each peer calculates availability of its neighbors using its
own observations. A peer uses active probing [25] to mon-
itor its neighbors. Mechanisms based on active probing
have been used to estimate churn in peer-to-peer systems.
We use a methodology similar to [4] to estimate availabil-
ity. When a peer first joins the system, it initializes the
session time of each of its neighbors to 0. At the start of
each probing period a peer s checks the liveness of each
neighbor. If the neighbor is alive, its session time ts is up-
dated as tnew

s = told
s + T , where T is the probing time

period. If a new neighbor is found, its session time is up-
dated as tnew

s = rand(0, T ) where rand(0, T ) is a uni-
formly distributed random value in the range (0, T ). Fi-
nally availability of a neighbor u, u ∈ D(s) is calculated
as α(u) = ts(u)∑

v∈D(s)
ts(v) . Thus a neighbor with a higher ob-

served session time has a higher availability. This is in ac-
cordance with observed session times of peers in peer-to-
peer file sharing systems, which is modeled using a pareto
distribution [18]. We represent the availability of a node v
as observed by s as αs(v) s.t. 0 ≤ α ≤ 1

Determining edge quality. We now outline a local mech-
anism for determining the quality of an edge at a node. Con-
sider a node s which lies on πk. Let D(s) be the neighbor
set of s. s calculates the quality of each outgoing edge,
q(s, v) using a procedure which takes as inputs v, Hk−1(s)
and αs(v). Given an edge (s, v), s looks up its history
information Hk−1(s) (path information corresponding to
π1, π2 · · ·πk−1) for any entry corresponding to (s, v). The
ratio of the number of entries corresponding to (s, v) and
the maximum possible entries (k − 1) is called its selec-
tivity and represented as σ(s, v). Weights ws and wa are
assigned to selectivity σ(s, v) and availability α(v) respec-
tively such that ws + wa=1. Finally, the edge quality is
calculated as q(s, v) = wsσ(s, v) + waα(v). The weights
ws and wa signify the relative importance of selectivity and
availability. A high value of wa signifies a higher impor-
tance to the availability of the forwarders, with the objective
that these forwarders would be available for forwarding for
future connections. A high value of ws on the other hand
signifies higher importance for past history. Note that the
edge quality of the last edge in the path πk is always 1 be-
cause it ends in R. Note that ws and wa are system parame-
ters which are set depending on the anonymity requirements
of the system. The amount of history information stored at
a node also influences the quality of the edge. The quality
of a path πk is then given by the sum of the qualities of the
individual edges. We next show how incentive based non-

random routing leads to reduction in path reformations.

Proposition 1. Incentive based non-random routing by in-
termediate nodes leads to reduction in path reformations
when compared with random routing.

Proof. Consider an edge e = (a, b) on path πk. Let X be a
random variable such that

X =
{

0 : if e ∈ ⋃i=k−1
i=1 πi

1 : otherwise

We need to show that E[X] for random forwarding is
greater than E[X] for utility based non-random forwarding.
If random forwarding is used, then E[X] ≥ N−(k−1+1)

N =
1 − k

N . Since k << N,E[X] → 1. In the case of util-
ity based forwarding, a new edge is added only if there is
no existing edge in

⋃i=k−1
i=1 πi. Let the probability that an

edge ∈ πi is available in πk be pi. Then E[X] = (1 −
p1)(1 − p2) · · · (1 − pi) · · · (1 − pk−1) ∀ 0 < ws, wa < 1.
Note that since wa > 0, pi → 1 as i → k. Consequently
E[X] ≈ 0. From equation 1, Ua(b) increases with an in-
crease in q(a, b) and therefore a rational forwarder would
always try to select high quality edges which in turn leads
to low path reformations.

2.4. Forwarding and Routing Strategy

We model the forwarding and routing mechanism as a
finite multi-stage game [15] where the peers are the play-
ers. Consider a system containing N peers represented by
the set V = {1, 2 · · ·N}. A nodes forwarding and rout-
ing strategy space SS is the set of all nodes in the sys-
tem (except itself) along with the NULL entity, which cor-
responds to the case when a node does not participate in
the forwarding path. Therefore SSi = {1, 2, · · · , i − 1, i +
1, · · · , N,NULL}. The strategy profile of node i is repre-
sented as {Si, S−i} where Si and Si−1 represent the strate-
gies of i and other nodes respectively. For a path π, the
strategy profile of the set of nodes is therefore given by
SP =

⋃N
i=1{Si}. At each stage a node has three choices;

a) not participate in forwarding, b) forward and route ran-
domly, c) forward and route non-randomly. Note that the
primary objective of an adversary in an anonymous for-
warding system is to identify the end points of a communi-
cation and therefore its routing decision is not aligned with
any economic incentive. We model an adversary’s routing
strategy as random routing. Note that the main objective of
an adversary is to break initiator anonymity; therefore it is
not concerned about the incentive. Our main objective here
is to ensure that there is an equilibrium in the strategies for
the selfish nodes (those who want to obtain maximum in-
come) and in doing so the availability of nodes in the system
increases. This in turn affects the anonymity of the system.

We first outline some game-theory basics. A Dominant
Strategy [15] for a player i is a strategy which gives it an



optimal utility irrespective of the strategies taken by other
players. A Nash Equilibrium [15] represented as {S∗

i , S∗
−i}

is a strategy profile in which each players utility is optimal
given that the other players have also played their optimal
strategies. An equilibrium is a weaker property than a dom-
inant strategy. Finally, a Subgame Perfect Nash Equilibrium
(SPNE) [15] is a special case where irrespective of the past,
playing the assigned strategies from the current stage is still
an equilibrium.

2.4.1 Cost Model

The costs incurred by peers includes the following: a)
Participation cost and b) Transmission cost. Any participat-
ing peer incurs a certain cost which depends on the nature
of the application. A number of internet protocols including
HTTP, FTP, NNTP and raw sockets etc. are characterized by
a recurring traffic pattern [26] and therefore any client ap-
plication which uses these protocols is vulnerable to path re-
formations. Consequently our cost model should be generic
and must not be limited to any particular application. The
cost of participation therefore includes the cost of running a
software associated with a particular application for a peer
session. This cost is represented as Cp. For the initiator,
the participation cost is equal to the sum of payments that
it makes to the intermediate forwarders. The transmission
cost for a peer is associated with forwarding the payload to
the next hop and is represented as Ct. If the payload size
is b and per unit transmission cost to the next hop is l, then
Ct = bl. We ignore the cost of transmitting control packets
which is negligible. Note that the participation cost is in-
curred by a peer for participating in the anonymity system
and is a one time cost, while the forwarding cost is incurred
per forwarding instance. A peer tries to maximize its own
access bandwidth for sending its own traffic and therefore
during data forwarding for other peers, its rational (selfish)
nature will make it forward traffic on low bandwidth links.
This type of selfish behavior by peers has been modeled for
peer-to-peer streaming [24].

2.4.2 Utility Model I

The forwarding and routing mechanism can be treated as
a game where each forwarder can be modeled as a player.
The path formation can be modeled as a sequential reason-
ing process at each forwarder such that the decision is in-
fluenced by the utility to the forwarders. Having outlined
a possible mechanism for evaluating edge quality in sec-
tion 2.3, we can now formalize the utility model for the ith

peer (from equation 1).

Ui(j) = Pf + q(i, j)Pr − (Cp
i + Ct(i, j))

In this model the benefit to a forwarder i is proportional
to the quality of the edge from i to its successor j. The ra-
tionale behind using this model is that each forwarder can

make a local decision based on the quality of the edges to
each of its neighbors. Since a path is composed of edges,
ensuring a high quality for each individual edge can also
lead to formation of a path with high quality. In this case
the determination of the optimal next hop requires sorting
the utilities corresponding to each edge and has a complex-
ity of O(logd). From a system perspective, we would like
to derive the conditions under which there is a dominant
forwarding and routing strategy for each forwarder. Ideally,
we would like peers to participate in the forwarding process
and route the payload to the best quality neighbor. We next
show the conditions under which forwarding can be induced
and also show the existence of a dominant routing strategy
for good nodes.

Proposition 2. If we assume a constant participation cost
Cp and a constant fowarding cost Ct for all forwarders,
then the condition Pf > CpN

Lk + Ct can induce peers to
participate in forwarding.

For a detailed proof of the proposition, we refer the
reader to the technical report [19].

Proposition 3. If Pf > (Cp
i + Ct

i ), forwarding is a domi-
nant strategy for the forwarding stage.

Due to space limitations, we again refer the reader to the
corresponding technical report [19].

2.4.3 Utility Model II

We next consider an utility model whereby the utility
is proportional to the quality of the path from i to the re-
sponder R. The intuition is that i can select a neighbor
corresponding to a high quality path from i to R. Here
q(π(i, j, R)) represents the quality of the path from i to R
which goes through j.

Ui(j) = Pf + q(π(i, j, R))Pr − (Cp
i + Ct(i, j))

The path formation can be modeled as a L stage game for
a path of length L such that at each stage only one player
makes a move. We also define a history information at stage
l. The history information corresponds to the position of the
forwarder on the path and the identity of the predecessor. A
subgame perfect nash equilibria is then a strategy profile
SP such that each subgame Gl ∀l = 1, 2 · · · , L is a nash
equilibrium. The equilibrium strategy profile (S∗

i , S∗
−i) can

be derived using backward induction. We again refer the
reader to the technical report [19] for a detailed discussion
of this utility model.

3. Experiments
We analyze the effect of forwarding and routing bene-

fits on the path quality and study the effect of malicious
nodes on the path equilibrium and how it affects the payoff
of good nodes. We use a discrete event simulator to perform
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Figure 3: Average payoff for a non-malicious node.
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Figure 4: Average payoff for a non-malicious node.

the various experiments. For simulation simplicity, we use
a small network size of N = 40 to study the effect of the
utility models. A poisson process is used to simulate the
joining of nodes and each node randomly selects d nodes as
its neigbors (unless otherwise specified, d is selected as 5
in our experiments). A set of nodes are randomly selected
as Initiators and Responders. A (Initiator,Responder) pair is
then randomly selected as the end points of an anonymous
message transmission. The number of maximum transmis-
sions for the same (I,R) pair is controlled using a parame-
ter max − connections in our simulations. A typical sim-
ulation setup involves 100 (I,R) pairs and a total of 2000
message transmissions, for an average of 20 communica-
tions rounds for a single (I,R) pair. The forwarding bene-
fit, Pf for a (I,R) pair is randomly selected from the range
[50, 100] (since we did not have any particular application
in mind, these values are arbitrary, however we believe they
are reasonable to study the effect of benefits through simu-
lations) and τ is selected from the set (0.5, 1, 2, 4). Unless
otherwise specified, the weights ws and wa are chosen as
0.5 and 0.5 respectively. We model the transmission cost
between two peers as being proportional to the communica-
tion bandwidth between them. The session time of peers is
modeled using a Pareto distribution and the median session
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Figure 5: Comparison of the quality of a set of recurring connec-
tions between I and R using different routing strategies.

τ = 0.5 τ = 1 τ = 2 τ = 4
f=0.1 409 390 391 456
f=0.5 299 298 332 306
f=0.9 85 91 72 122
Mean 296 303 301 360

Table 2: Routing efficiency for utility model I.

time is set as 60 mins in accordance with the analysis done
in [23]. A certain fraction f of nodes are selected as ad-
versaries and an adversary’s routing strategy is modeled as
random routing.

Impact of malicious nodes on the payoff for good
nodes Adversarial or malicious nodes randomly select the
next hops for forwarding the packets which increases the
size of the forwarder set for a set of connections between I
and R. Consequently, the expected payoff for good nodes
can decrease because the routing benefit gets shared by a
large number of nodes and this can weaken their incentive
to cooperate. We study this effect through simulations. Fig-
ures 3 and 4 show the decrease in average payoff for good
nodes for varying fractions of adversarial nodes (error bars
show 95 % confidence interval). Both utility models exhibit
similar nature. Note that at low values of f , the average
payoff is appreciably high. We also analyze the effect of
the size of forwarding and routing benefits and τ (ratio be-
tween routing and forwarding benefits) on the payoff to a
good node. We use routing efficiency (ratio of average pay-
off and average number of forwarders) as a metric to quan-
tify the effectiveness of the routing strategy of forwarders
for a given value of τ . Note that a high value of routing
efficiency is aligned with the system objective of inducing
forwarders to make routing decisions so as to minimize the
size of the forwarder set. Figure 2 shows that a high value
of τ tends to increase the routing efficiency.
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Figure 6: CDF of payoff for good nodes when f=0.1.
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Figure 7: CDF of payoff for good nodes when f=0.5.

Comparison of the effect of routing strategies on path
quality We use the average size of the forwarder set as a
metric to compare the path quality under different routing
strategies. Figure 5 shows the average size of the forwarder
set for different routing strategies under varying fractions
of malicious nodes. Both utility models I and II appre-
ciably outperform random routing. Utility model I shows
the minimum size of the forwarder set. We also analyze the
distribution of payoffs among the good nodes for the differ-
ent routing strategies to gain insight into the effectiveness
of the utility models. Figures 6 and 7 show the cumula-
tive distribution function of the payoffs for the good nodes.
This includes both the forwarding and routing benefits. We
observe that the maximum payoff is highest in the case of
Utility I and both models I and II show similar values for
average payoff for good nodes. However, the payoff distri-
bution has the maximum variance in the case of model I .
In comparison random routing shows a much smaller vari-
ance. The reason is that in case of utility model I , if a peer
is selected for forwarding traffic during a particular connec-
tion (e.g. based on its availability), then it is very likely that
it will be selected again for future connections. This results
in a skewed distribution of the payoffs. A similar reasoning
applies for utility model II . On the other hand, when ran-
dom routing is used, there is an uniform probability (1-f)
that any peer will be selected for forwarding traffic. Note
that utility model I results in a high average and maximum
payoff and is therefore effective in inducing nodes to partic-

ipate in forwarding and also route non-randomly.

4. Related Work
A quantitative analysis of anonymous communications

was presented in [17] and the effect of path length on
anonymity was studied. Mutual anonymity protocols for
hybrid peer-to-peer systems was proposed in [28]. The eco-
nomic aspects of anonymity was first addressed in [1]. It
outlined the reasons why anonymity systems are hard to de-
ploy and enumerated the incentives to participate for both
initiators and intermediate forwarders. Previous work in
this area has treated protocol compliance [10, 9] and avail-
ability separately [13]. We address both the issues within
the same framework. Reputation mechanisms were used
to address the issue of compliance in MIX networks [9]
and remailers [10] respectively. Reputation-based schemes
are based on feedback about nodes in a system which are
made through observations. As mentioned in [13], schemes
based on system wide monitoring are not ideally suited for
anonymity systems. Moreover, an inherent problem with
a scoring or reputation mechanism is that nodes can col-
lude with each other to increase their score or reputation and
therefore increase their probability of being selected in the
forwarding path. The work presented in [13] proposed the
use of an incentive mechanism to ensure the availability of
forwarders in a fixed length forwarding system. Although
it addresses the issue of availability in forwarding-based
anonymity systems, the proposed mechanism is limited to
systems in which the identity of the intermediate nodes is
known to the initiator. Incentive mechanisms for protocol
compliant forwarding and routing have been proposed for
both wired [2] and wireless [7, 3, 5] networks. The hidden-
action problem in routing was addressed in [12] and an in-
centive mechanism was proposed to overcome the problem
through the use of direct and recursive contracts. Micro-
payment based schemes were proposed in [29] and [6] to
stimulate cooperation in adhoc networks. However, these
mechanisms are not ideally suited for anonymity systems in
which the identity of the initator must be hidden from other
peers.

5. Discussions and Conclusion
Our incentive mechanism is vulnerable to the following

anonymity attacks: (1) availability attacks; where malicious
nodes become highly available and wait for paths to be re-
formed through them, (2) traffic Analysis Attacks and (3)
attacks through the use of connection identifier in the his-
tory information stored at a malicious node. However, our
system implementation can address these attacks. We refer
the reader to the technical report [19] for a detailed descrip-
tion of the various system implementation issues and how
the system handles various attacks on anonymity. We also
describe the payment infrastructure and the various crypto-
graphic operations involved in route formation and verifica-



tion.
We have proposed an incentive mechanism to increase

peer availability and reduce path reformations for forward-
ing based anonymity systems. We propose two utility mod-
els and use game theory to evaluate forwarding and rout-
ing strategies of intermediate peers. We also show the ap-
propriateness of these utility models for forwarding based
anonymity systems and evaluate their effectiveness in align-
ing the forwarding and routing strategies of peers. We com-
pare the effectiveness of routing under these models with
random routing. Our simulation results show that the in-
centive mechanism is quite effective both under churn and
presence of malicious adversaries. We also outline a pay-
ment mechanism and show that in trying to increase the
system anonymity, the payment mechanism does not ac-
tually decrease it. In designing the incentive mechanism,
we have tried to address the two issues of compliance and
availability in an anonymity system [13] within the same
framework.
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